swing-air
IN & OUTDOOR XXL-LOUNGE CANTILEVER CHAIR

IT‘S POSSIBLE, THAT YOU‘ LL NEVER WANNA GET UP AGAIN...

Contact:

Ambientshop. com
Jörn Kreienbringck
Osdorfer Landstraße 11
22607 Hamburg
Germany
eMail: jk@ambientshop.com
Tel: +49 (0) 40 / 303 303 50
Fax: +49 (0) 40 / 22 60 19 31
Mobil: +49 (0) 163 / 717 37 06

THE XXL-LOUNGE
CANTILEVER CHAIR WITH
AIR SUSPENSION - FOR
BEACH, TERRACE, LOFT,
POOL UND 10000
LOCATIONS OF YOUR CHOISE

boat-fenders
ADJUST YOUR PREFERED LEVEL
OF COMFORT

DESIGN REDUCED TO THE ESSENTIAL...
AMBIENTSHOP - PRODUCT LAUNCH - SWING-AIR IN & OUTDOOR XXL-LOUNGE CANTILEVER CHAIR
Press information:
The Hamburg based design bureau `Ambient-

To mount your Swing-Air Lounge Cantilever Chair, fenders were just looped up to the cantile-

shop` developes, realizes and markets, under
the labels TERRIFIC-TUBES.COM, BULBS-UNLIMITED.COM, LimpLamp, LiteCrawler and
Swing-Air, furniture and exclusive interior
design made of classic manufactored serial
products for customers focused on contemporary style, identity and quality.
Swing-Air is a contemporary in & outdoor
Lounge Cantilever chair. The chair provides
a maximum in comfort and rocking ability
supported by air filled `boat fenders` which
build the seating area. By regulating the fenders air pressure, one can adjust the degree
of hardness regarding the individual relaxing
and sitting habits. Fenders are robust and
UV-resistant `airbags` used in the shippingand off-shore industries to prevent damage
while ships are located in the harbour and
being pushed to the quay wall or to each
other.‘ For maritime insiders - we are using
exclusively fenders made by the Norwegian
premium manufacturer and global market
leader `Polyform`. Polyform fenders are nearly
indestructible and made of pleasant soft vinyl.

ver frame made of high quality German Krupp steel. Especially invented tube joints let you
disassemble the cantilever frame into 4 tube segments which could be stored or transported
space saving together with the deflated fenders. As accessory we offer seat covers in different
colours made of rough sail canvas cotton. The consistent selection of premium materials and
components with a convenient haptics and a high-end-material finish, guarantees an unlimited
range of possible usage sites - like beach, terrace, balcony, swimming pool, garden, lobby or
just inside your loft or home.

Fenders could be filled with air by using the
valve. You could easily adjust the degree of
hardness, meeting your personal resting
or sitting habits, by de- or increasing the
fender`s air pressure. Fenders could be easily
filled by using air compressors available at
ordinary filling stations. To meet exactly your
favourite degree of sitting comfort, just fill
up the fenders till they reach a hard level of
air pressure, assemble the cantilever chair
and release the air until the fenders become
comfortable enough.

GERMAN KRUPP STEEL
cantilever frame & tube joints
For cantilever frame and tube joints we are

PRODUCT FACT SHEET:

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:

- indestructible cantilever frame made of German stainless Krupp steel
- outdoor- and beach suitable
- air filled seating area (boat fenders) provides maximum comfort
- high `rocking ability` supported by `tube-in-tube` frame design
- washable cotton seat covers in different colours
- measurements: 105 x 100 x 125 cm (H/W/D)
- tolerates weights up to 175 kg
- quick and easy assembling
- space saving transportation and storage

- German stainless Krupp steel cantilever frame
- 7 boat fenders (manufacturer. Polyform Norway)
- 4 tube joints incl. screw set
- 8 tube protectors
- hex-wrench (assembling tool)
- air valve adapter
i

all information: swing air.com

using exclusively high quality German Krupp
stainless steal. The material is characterized
by it`s special metallurgic composition, which
makes it extremely corrosion resistant on the
one hand side and flexible, while providing a
huge cantilever comfort, on the other hand
side. To give Swing-Air it´s unique and contemporary shape, we are using a modern
3D-bolt-bending procedure. To provide a
tough tube connection and an easy handling with just 2 screws, we designed a new
tube-joint-system produced by latest laser
cut technology. The smooth and high class
surface of the cantilever frame, is a result of a
precise high speed `brushing process`.

